
Nanaimo Group Sedimentary Basin Analysis

The NG is a collection of 11 sedimentary formations, deposited on 
Wrangellia, which is the basement core of Vancouver Island.  The 
formations are dominated by deep marine   (conglomerates, sandstones 
and mudstones) . However, coal and other evidence in the Comox, 
Pender and Extension also indicates foreshore locations. 

Western North America is formed by a series of parallel accreted terranes
(ribbon continents), of which Wrangellia is one of the most recent.

Terrane accretion involves complex tectonic events not fully understood, 
including up to 2000 km of northward translation of Wrangellia (the 
“Baja BC” hypothesis).   A Nanaimo Group (NG) basin analysis improves 
the understanding of the location of these tectonic processes.  

• Based on paleomagnetism, biostratigraphy, and paleobotanical evidence, 
the Baja BC hypothesis supports a > 2000 km Wrangellia translation 
north. 

• However, others  (Butler 2001) support a much shorter < 1000 km 
translation (Oregon) based on alternative interpretation of 
paleomagnetism and the absence of faults and shear zones. 
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Geology 470 - Advanced Sedimentology:  The Nanaimo Group.  

There is general consensus about the timing (92-66 Mya) of Nanaimo Group 
(NG) formation.

However there is considerable disagreement regarding two variables:

1. The location of Wrangellia during NG formation, and
2. The type of sedimentary basin involved.

Resolving these disagreements will greatly assist understanding of the Baja 
BC controversy.

• The bottom six formations show dominant peaks
at 160 and 90 Mya indicating a Sonora-Mojave source

• The top three formations contain substantially
older sources (1200 – 1800 Mya) which supports
a Belt Province (Montana, Idaho) source, as well 
as a 60-100 Mya Cascades/Coast source

• The Zircon analysis supports northward translation
of Wrangellia from Sonora-Mojave to present 
Cascades/Coast location.                  

• The bottom six formations show dominant peaks
at 160 and 90 Mya indicating a Sonora-Mojave
source.  Zircon concentrations indicate periods of       
active volcanism.

• The top three formations contain substantially
older sources (1200 – 1800 Mya) which supports
a Belt Province (Montana, Idaho) source, as well 
as a 60-100 Mya Cascades/Coast source

• The Zircon analysis supports northward translation
of Wrangellia from Sonora-Mojave to present 
Cascades/Coast location. 

• Age of zircons can be used to determine source 
locations, identifying paleo-locations of NG basin.

• 9 of the NG formations are listed from oldest 
(CO:Comox) up to youngest (GB: Gabriola).

Baja BC Hypothesis

Introduction -The Nanaimo Group 

Nanaimo Sedimentary Basin Analysis

• Four types of possible basins:  strike/slip, foreland, forearc, backarc.

• Mustard (1996) concludes a Coast Mountain (B.C.) & Cascades (Washington) 
source for the entire Nanaimo Group, and a foreland basin as the dominant 
sedimentary basin type. 

• Mustard’s evidence is northwest-verging thrust from the adjacent San Juan 
Terrane (Washington) and lack of volcanism coeval with the period of NG 
formation, based on minimal ash/tephra in NG sediments. 

• Lack of volcanic evidence in NG sediments themselves can be explained by 
eastward directed winds during North American Cordilleran volcanism. 

• Matthews (2016) concludes an early Sonora-Mojave (Baja B.C.)source and a 
late Coast/Cascades, and a forearc basin environment for both. 

• Conglomerate evidence supports northward translation and a Coast/Cascade 
source for upper NG formations. 

• North verging translation suggests a strike/slip basin environment, yet there 
is limited geologic evidence for this basin type. 

• There is evidence that the basin type varies as Wrangellia travels north and 
that all four basin types contribute to the uniqueness of the Nanaimo Group 
at various times. .  

• We conclude forearc basin as the dominant basin environment and 2000km 
northward translation of Wrangellia during NG formation.

• Plate tectonics is the major influence here on basin type, but plate tectonics 
is a young science, and for British Columbia paleogeology,  there is still a 
great deal that is unknown. 

Conglomerate Clast AnalysisProvenance Analysis

Zircon Analysis
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• Matthews (2016) noted a significant increase in chert clasts from 10% 

to 67%, between the Santonian and the lower to mid Campanian time 

periods. 

• The increase in chert marks a change in the sourcing area. Coupled with 

paleoflow indicators, this determines a southeast origin which 

correlates to the Orcas chert unit found on modern day San Juan 

Islands.

• Chert clasts remain dominant within the conglomerate until the end of 

the Maastrichtian period, suggesting the source area translated 

northward with the Nanaimo basin, staying at a proximal location until 

deposition halted.
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•

Conclusions - Sedimentary Basin Type

• Mustard (1996) uses ternary diagrams to 
identify source areas for NG sandstones.   
Sandstone compositions reveals the geological 
source areas.  Source areas can then be 
correlated to map locations. 

• Early formations have recycled (reworked, 
older) orogenic sources, with a progression 
towards later formations having dissected arc 
(continental, younger volcanism).
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